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Gyrencephaly (the folding of the surface of the neocortex) is a mammalian-specific trait
present in almost all mammalian orders. Despite the widespread appearance of the trait,
little is known about the mechanism of its genesis or its adaptive significance. Still, most of
the hypotheses proposed concentrated on the pattern of connectivity of mature neurons
as main components of gyri formation. Recent work on embryonic neurogenesis in several
species of mammals revealed different progenitor and stem cells and their neurogenic
potential as having important roles in the process of gyrification. Studies in the field
of comparative neurogenesis revealed that gyrencephaly is an evolutionarily labile trait,
and that some species underwent a secondary loss of a convoluted brain surface and
thus reverted to a more ancient form, a less folded brain surface (lissencephaly). This
phenotypic reversion provides an excellent system for understanding the phenomenon
of secondary loss. In this review, we will outline the theory behind secondary loss and,
as specific examples, present species that have undergone this transition with respect
to neocortical folding. We will also discuss different possible pathways for obtaining (or
losing) gyri. Finally, we will explore the potential adaptive consequence of gyrencephaly
relative to lissencephaly and vice versa.
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INTRODUCTION
The mammalian brain, and especially its evolutionarily newest
part, the neocortex, has intrigued biologists for centuries. The
complexity of this organ gave rise to numerous research fields,
and our efforts to understand its building blocks and the syn-
ergy with which they operate has resulted in a vast amount of
knowledge on most of the brain’s biology. Numerous researchers
and their work have shed light on neurogenesis, neuronal con-
nectivity, memory formation and storage and processing. Yet,
far less effort has been devoted to elucidating the formation
of the brain’s morphology, despite interspecific diversity in
this regard. Furthermore, the outer morphology of the mam-
malian brain is unique among the vertebrates, as it is only
mammals who exhibit such variety in the appearance of their
brain.
The neocortex can be either smooth (lissencephalic) or folded
into numerous convolutions (gyrencephalic) (Figure 1A). These
convolutions are called gyri (Sg. gyrus), and the spaces between
them are termed sulci (Sg. sulcus) (Figure 1B). Several hypotheses
as to why the surface of the neocortex folds have been proposed
(Zilles et al., 2013), but none of these proposals are fully able to
explain the mechanism of its genesis or to shed light on the adap-
tive value of having or not having a folded neocortex (see section
Why Does the Neocortex Fold?).
The distribution of gyri and sulci is conserved among mem-
bers of the same order of mammals (Figure 1A) (Welker, 1990),
and it is only the smaller gyri that show individual variation. This
remarkable feature of the brain has been implicated in cogni-
tive abilities (Jerison, 1973), but how these two traits connected
and whether this relationship is universal has not been shown.
Gyrencephaly has also been shown to correlate with brain weight
and cortical thickness (Pillay and Manger, 2007; Manger et al.,
2012), but several outliers exist that show that this correlation is
not exclusive and speak in favor of an adaptive nature of brain
folding.
WHY DOES THE NEOCORTEX FOLD?
If one considers Cope’s rule (Cope, 1896), the reason why the
neocortex folds is quite obvious. Lineages which follow this rule
increase in body size during evolution, and therefore their brains
must also increase in size. Because of the biomechanical con-
straint (the stress imposed on the cervical vertebrae with the
increasing size of the head), the head cannot scale isometrically
with the body, but becomes relatively smaller. Likewise, the thick-
ness of the neocortex cannot increase, due to a constraint on the
pattern of connectivity; yet an enlarging body requires a larger
number of neurons. The problem is solved by expanding the
surface or the neocortex, not its thickness. This phenomenon is
called ballooning. An expanded neocortex is therefore fit into a
smaller skull by way of folding (Striedter, 2005).
A simple explanation of the gyrification would therefore be
that it is the spatial constraint of the skull that forms the fold
in the neocortex. That this is the only reason for folding was
refuted more than 50 years ago, following experiments in which
a part of the skull was removed from the head of the sheep
embryo (Barron, 1950). Despite the invasive procedure, the folds
on the sheep’s brain developed without much disturbance. As we
mentioned before, the pattern of gyri distribution is remarkably
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FIGURE 1 | Gyrencephalic brains. (A) Brains of the lion (top) and the
house cat (bottom). Despite a different level of gyrification, note the
similarities in the pattern of gyri and sulci distribution. After Welker (1990).
Homologous gyri are colored to facilitate comparison. (B) A coronal section
of the human brain showing gryi and sulci. This image does not follow the
scale bar in (A).
constant, which speaks against the simple explanation of the skull
being an obstruction to the neocortex’s expansion.
The fact that in extant species gyrification is not driven by the
constraint of the skull does not mean that the trait itself did not
appear because of spatial limitations. In the earliest mammals, the
ballooning of the neocortex could have been solved by folding it,
and the genetic program involved in the folding might have been
fixed in subsequent lineages by genetic assimilation (Waddington,
1961).
The exact reason for the development of folded neocortices,
especially in an evolutionary context, is still elusive. But several
attempts have been made to understand the mechanical prop-
erties of its genesis. At the moment there are several theories
regarding the ontogeny of gyri. Some researchers stress the impor-
tance of the white matter, which underlies the cortex and plays
a crucial role in the folding of the neocortex (Van Essen, 1997;
Mota and Herculano-Houzel, 2012). This mechanism is based
on the pulling force that the axonal fibers exert on the overlying
neocortex. An opposing view was taken by Richman (Richman
et al., 1975; Kriegstein et al., 2006) who placed emphasis on the
neocortical gray matter itself. In this theory, differential growth
rates between the superficial and the deeper layers of neurons
are what cause the developing neocortex to fold. Welker (1990)
proposes that the gyral and sulcal areas of the brain differ in
their architectural complexity. According to this theory, several
processes contribute to the formation of gyri in specific, pre-
determined places. These include, among others, dendrogenesis,
neuronal orientation, afferent arrival, arborization, synaptogen-
esis. The present theories are summarized in Figure 2. As the
process of gyrogenesis is very difficult to examine in vivo, most
of the approaches are theoretical or purely descriptive (Smart
and McSherry, 1986a,b) and none of them has fully succeeded
in explaining the mechanism itself, nor the precise determina-
tion of the pattern. The ontogenesis of gyri is probably a very
complex process which includes the predetermination of gyri
position early in development by patterning the early neural tube
and influencing the distribution of progenitor cells, followed by
a combination of mechanical processes spanning all gyrogenesis
hypotheses.
The functional significance of a gyrified brain is also some-
what unclear. It has been noted that the pattern of gyri sometimes
corresponds to the borders of different cortical areas (Welker,
1990, and references within). The firmly set pattern of gyri and
sulci distribution speaks in favor of them being indispensable for
normal establishment of neuronal connections and cortical areas
[although, individuals with severe disruptions of gyrification
pattern survive (Olson andWalsh, 2002; Singer et al., 2013)].
CAN THE NEOCORTEX “UNFOLD”?
The classical view of neocortex evolution states that the evolu-
tion of the mammalian brain followed a linear path (a sort of
scala naturae), emerging from a small, lissencephalic brain of the
earliest mammals, and evolving into a large, highly folded brain
(Striedter, 2005; Rakic, 2009). This view has been disputed by
recent paleontological and molecular analyses which state that
the ancestor of mammals was, in fact, relatively large-bodied
(Luo, 2007; Romiguier et al., 2013). The simplistic trajectory of
brain evolution was further questioned by the dissection of the
cell-biological properties of progenitors giving rise to neurons.
With a different picture of the ancestral brain, additional courses
of brain evolution came to light. Moreover, the view that the
brain evolved simply from a lissencephalic one to a gyrencephalic
one would imply that gyrencephaly evolved independently in
all mammalian orders. The more parsimonious explanation for
the vast differences in the morphology of the neocortex is that
the ancestor of the mammals was gyrencephalic, and that some
lineages underwent a type of a phenotypic reversal, becoming
secondarily lissencephalic (Kelava et al., 2012).
In all mammalian species, most neocortical neurons are born
during embryonic development (in some species this process
extends into an early postnatal period). Neurons are born from
several progenitor types which possess different cell-biological
properties and, hence, different proliferative and neurogenera-
tive capacities [for reviews on mammalian neural progenitors, see
(Götz and Huttner, 2005; Lui et al., 2011; Kelava and Huttner,
2012)]. The subventricular zone (SVZ) of the embryonic neo-
cortex produces most of the neocortical neurons (Haubensak
et al., 2004; Miyata et al., 2004; Noctor et al., 2004, 2008). This
zone varies greatly in size and neural progenitor composition
among different species. It is thought that it is these differences
in the architecture of the SVZ have enabled the increase in size
of the neocortex in some lineages (Kriegstein et al., 2006). Most
of the efforts in elucidating the brain’s potential for growth have
been concentrated on studying the brain of primates, with spe-
cial interest in the human brain (Rakic, 1988; Smart et al., 2002;
Fietz et al., 2010; Hansen et al., 2010). These efforts led to the
discovery of a novel progenitor type in the human developing
brain (Fietz et al., 2010; Hansen et al., 2010)—the basal radial glia
(bRG) (also called outer radial glia and intermediate radial glia).
Further developments have described this population in the ferret
(Fietz et al., 2010; Reillo et al., 2011), mouse (Shitamukai et al.,
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FIGURE 2 | Theories of gyrogenesis. (A) Neuronal tension (Van Essen,
1997; Mota and Herculano-Houzel, 2012). This theory stresses the
differential pulling forces of the underlying white matter on the
neocortex, resulting in the convoluted appearance of the brain. (B)
Differential growth (Richman et al., 1975; Kriegstein et al., 2006)
theory states that the folding of the neocortex is a result of the
differential expansion of uppers versus lower neuronal layers. (C)
Welker (1990) emphasizes various processes involved in gryogenesis,
including the orientation of neurons, their arborization and incoming
fibers. See main text.
2011; Wang et al., 2011), rat (Martínez-Cerdeño et al., 2012),
marmoset (García-Moreno et al., 2012; Kelava et al., 2012), and
the macaque (Smart et al., 2002; Martínez-Cerdeño et al., 2012).
This progenitor population, after being found in gyrencephalic
species at a higher abundance, was thought to be required for
the expansion of the neocortex observed in the gyrencephalic
brains. The discovery of these cells in a lissencephalic species,
the marmoset, at a similar level to gyrencephalic species, inspired
us to consider additional explanations. One of which was sec-
ondary lissencephaly. An investigation into the occurrence of
lissencephalic versus gyrencephalic species across the mammalian
phylogeny brought about several lineages which could also poten-
tially be secondarily lissencephalic.
EXAMPLES OF SECONDARY LISSENCEPHALY
Since lissencephaly was previously thought to be a primitive trait,
species with smooth neocortices were concordantly also por-
trayed as primitive. Recent advances in the field of brain evolution
show that, for at least some of the species, the lissencephalic
neocortex might actually be a derived trait.
The marmoset might be the best described example of an
animal which underwent a phenotypic reversal with regard to
brain morphology (Kelava et al., 2012) (Figure 3A). The devel-
oping marmoset neocortex was shown to have a very similar
cytoarchitecture to a developing gyrencephalic neocortex, thus
contrasting the then present view of a high abundance of bRG
being gyrencephaly-specific (García-Moreno et al., 2012; Kelava
et al., 2012). This established that a high abundance of bRG
does not necessarily correlate with gyrencephaly. The marmoset’s
unusual development and its physiology inspired us to investi-
gate other possible ways in which these two traits were connected.
The marmoset family (Callithricidae) belongs to New World
monkeys (Platyrrhini) and is characterized by its small body
size. It has been proposed that this small body size is actu-
ally not a primitive trait, but that the whole lineage evolved by
phyletic dwarfing (Ford, 1980; Montgomery and Mundy, 2013).
The notion that the marmoset evolved from a big-bodied, gyren-
cephalic ancestor finds support in ancestral reconstructions based
on these traits in monkeys and apes (Kelava et al., 2012) and,
therefore, evinces the view that the marmoset is secondarily
lissencephalic.
The possibility that lissencephaly could also be a derived trait
prompted us to inspect the rest of the mammalian tree for other
possible reversals. The previously mentioned finding that bRG are
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FIGURE 3 | Examples of potentially secondarily lissencephalic
brains. (A) Top left: Common marmoset, middle left: rat, bottom
left: mouse. Right: West Indian manatee. (B) Brains of three
extant mustelid species. Note the simplification of the gyrification
pattern in smaller brains. The gyri in smaller brains are also
shallower. Below is the phylogenetic tree [after Koepfli et al.
(2008)] showing the relationships between these species and their
time of divergence.
present also in the mouse (albeit at low numbers) (Shitamukai
et al., 2011; Wang et al., 2011) introduced the possibility that
the widely used model organism, the mouse, might also be sec-
ondarily lissencephalic (Hevner and Haydar, 2012) (Figure 3A).
In addition to having a small number of bRG, the rodent lin-
eage has a fossil record of big-bodied animals (Rinderknecht and
Blanco, 2008). The combination of the record of dwarfing in the
rodent lineage, together with the fact that there are some mem-
bers of the rodent order that are gyrencephalic (e.g., capybara),
makes secondary lissencephaly a plausible explanation for brain
morphology in the rodent order.
The most peculiar candidate for a secondarily lissencephalic
species is the manatee (together with the whole order of Sirenia)
(Figure 3A). Despite their large body size, the manatee brain
is fairly lissencephalic, with only one deep gyrus (Reep and
O’Shea, 1990). Although the fossil records indicate that even early
sirenians were lissencephalic (O’Shea and Reep, 1990), their phy-
logenetic position among gyrencephalic lineages makes it possible
that, due to the transition to aquatic environment, the whole lin-
eage switched to a simplified gyrification pattern early on in evo-
lution. The possible physiological reasons will be discussed later
(see Adaptive Advantages of Lissencephaly Over Gyrencephaly).
The hypothesis of secondary lissencephaly is difficult to
approach experimentally, as we lack the genetic determinants of
the trait. Even the palaeontological record does not usually suffice
to show it with high confidence because of the very low incidence
of brain preservation, and especially because of the low frequency
of the preservation of the gyrification pattern. Therefore, to show
the plausibility of our hypothesis, we must revert to an in silico
approach of modeling ancestral character traits. Indeed, the first
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models show that the secondary lissencephaly hypothesis is plau-
sible (Kelava et al., 2012) and, as a matter of fact, a common
process in the evolution of mammals (Lewitus et al., 2013). In
general, the loss, or the variable expression of, a trait appear-
ing relatively late in ontogeny is in accord with the notion that
these stages of development are more amenable to evolutionary
modification (Kalinka and Tomancak, 2012).
Nonetheless, an example of the process “in action” would pro-
vide evenmore support. The family of weasels (Mustelidae) might
give us an insight into the process. The family has many species
(Nowak, 1999), and has evolved quite rapidly after the divergence
of small mammals (Koepfli et al., 2008). The fossil record shows
that the ancestor of extant weasels (e.g.,Mustela putorius,Mustela
erminea and Mustela nivalis) was a larger animal (Kurtén, 2007).
If we compare the brains of these three species (Figure 3B), we
find that the smallest, the least weasel (Mustela nivalis), has a sim-
pler pattern of gyrification than the bigger-bodied species. The
gyri are also shallower. Therefore, rather than an abrupt loss of
individual gyri, the process might have been gradual, with gyri
becoming shallower as miniaturization progressed. This would
be in accordance with the accepted theory of body and organ-
ism miniaturization which states that decreases in size lead to
structural simplification (Hanken andWake, 1993).
MECHANISMS OF PHENOTYPIC REVERSAL
The fact that many lineages may have transitioned from gyren-
cephaly to lissencephaly motivated workers to consider possible
pathways by which different lineages would accomplish a similar
phenotype. We considered the following possibilities: decrease of
the number of bRG, downstream differences in the bRG lineage,
changes in cell-biological parameters (e.g., duration of cell cycle),
or changes in the timing of developmental events (heterochrony).
Individual lineages might have opted for one or a combination of
these pathways.
Recent advances in the field have established that the ances-
tor of Eutherian mammals was probably a gyrencephalic animal
(O’Leary et al., 2013). The same seems to be true for the ances-
tor of all mammals (Lewitus et al., 2013). Therefore, all of the
lissencephalic lineages present today would have to experience
a loss of gyri (strictly speaking, all of them would be secon-
darily lissencephalic). How can this loss be established from a
cell-biological point of view? One possibility is that the simpler,
lissencephalic neocortex was accomplished by the loss of bRG,
which in turn results in a smaller number of neurons. An example
of this situation can be found in the mouse, in which a small pop-
ulation of bRG still persists (Shitamukai et al., 2011; Wang et al.,
2011).
On the other hand, the marmoset’s lissencephaly might have
been accomplished by different means. The marmoset possesses a
gyrencephaly-like cellular composition of the developing neocor-
tex (García-Moreno et al., 2012; Kelava et al., 2012). By length-
ening the cell-cycle, the marmoset might have produced a smaller
number of neurons in order to give rise to a lissencephalic neocor-
tex, while maintaining the necessary cytoachitecture to establish a
gyrencephalic neocortex. By shortening the neurogenic window,
the marmoset may have restricted the period in which neurons
are born and thus decreased the final number of neurons. Similar
cases of heterochrony, resulting in different sizes of brain parts,
have been reported for birds (Charvet et al., 2011).
Changes in other cell-biological properties of neural progen-
itors are also possible. Our present knowledge of cell-biological
properties of progenitor cells is most comprehensive for the
mouse. This especially holds true for the proliferative and neu-
rogenic potential of different progenitor populations. What is
known is that bRG in different species have different proliferative
potential and probably different daughter cell fate. The low num-
bers of bRG present in the mouse give rise to neurons through
a self-consuming division (Shitamukai et al., 2011; Wang et al.,
2011). The bRG in the human, on the other hand, can prolif-
erate in the early stage of development and later give rise to
transit-amplifying progenitor cells (TAPs), which enlarge the final
neuronal pool immensely (Hansen et al., 2010). The fate of bRG
in other described species (ferret and marmoset) is still uncer-
tain, but it has been suggested that the bRG in the ferret produce,
maybe in addition to a small number of TAPs, mostly neurons
and, later, astrocytes (Reillo et al., 2011). Themarmoset’s bRG, on
the other hand, might produce only neurons. These downstream
differences might be another route for adjusting the final neu-
ronal outcome and the gross morphology of the brain. Detecting
these downstream differences in atypical model organisms is, in
the absence of established techniques and a specific marker for
bRG, still limited to static descriptive observations. The use of
previously established markers Pax6 (Walther and Gruss, 1991;
Götz et al., 1998; Osumi et al., 2008; Fietz et al., 2010; Hansen
et al., 2010; Reillo et al., 2011) and Sox2 (Graham et al., 2003;
Hansen et al., 2010) show that the bRG populations of the two
analyzed species (ferret and marmoset) display some differences
on the cell-biological level, which could be attributed to their
differences in neuron-producing potential (Kelava, 2012).
These pathways might be a way to reconcile the relatively
low number of different progenitor cell populations with the
vast variability in the neuronal number and morphology present
among mammalian species. They would also represent examples
of convergent evolution.
ADAPTIVE ADVANTAGES OF LISSENCEPHALY OVER
GYRENCEPHALY
As we have seen from the examples mentioned above, brain mor-
phology is a very plastic trait, which can undergo exhaustive
changes to more complex or simpler forms during the evolution
of a lineage. The fact that gyrencephaly is not dependent solely
on phylogeny, and that we see similar patterns of brain mor-
phology emerging in lineages which have undergone a process
of miniaturization (e.g., marmosets, mice), or have inhabited a
specific ecological niche (aquatic mammals), speaks in favor of it
not being simply a consequence of physical properties of brain
development, but being a selected trait. We can only speculate
about the adaptive value of a folded or a smooth neocortex at the
moment. Maybe, in small-bodied species, it is too energetically
expensive to produce a folded neocortex. Also, smaller brainsmay
not support highly folded neocortices simply for neuroanatomi-
cal reasons—the thickness of myelin sheets might interfere with
proper patterns of connectivity in a small, gyrencephalic brain,
rendering lissencephalic appearance in smaller brains adaptive.
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Therefore, in all species that underwent body size reduction, the
simplification of gyrification pattern followed.
The fact that aquatic mammals exhibit peculiar patterns of
gyrencephaly might also tell us something about environmen-
tal pressures (or constraints) imposed on neocortex morphology.
Cetaceans (whales and dolphins) and pinnipeds (aquatic carni-
vores) have neocortices which are highly folded (Hadžiselimovic´
and Dilberovic´, 1977; Butti et al., 2011; Manger et al., 2012). In
whales this trait is so pronounced that their brains are described
as polymicrogyric (Pilleri, 1964; Butti et al., 2011). In sirenians
(manatees and dugongs) (Figure 3A), on the other hand, the
brain is almost completely lissencephalic, despite their large body
size (several hundred kilograms) (Reep et al., 1989). The fact
that all groups of aquatic mammals have modified their gyrifi-
cation pattern in some way, as compared to their closest relatives,
could mean that the transition to water led to a relaxation of a
terrestrial constraint. Whether this constraint is the gravitation
pull which is diminished by living in water, we can only theorize.
Some researchers propose that the constraints were not removed,
but actually appeared with the terrestrial-to-aquatic transition.
Manger (2006) stresses the need for better thermoregulation as
a key feature that governed the evolution of the neocortices of
aquatic mammals. In addition to this, water, as a medium so
different to air in its physical properties, might have induced
changed in the sensory cortex, leading to a modified neocor-
tical morphology. In the case of sirenians, different postnatal
growth rates for the brain and the body have been implicated in
the development of the peculiarly lissencephalic brain and were
maybe driven by similar constraints as in the cetaceans (Reep
and O’Shea, 1990). The reason why the sirenian lineage took a
completely different approach to cetaceans and pinnipeds maybe
lies in their different habitat, feeding strategy and/or evolution-
ary rate. With our present knowledge, any discussion about the
adaptive value of gyrencephaly is at best speculative. Nevertheless,
novel insights into the extent of gyrencephaly across the mam-
malian clade speak to an intrinsic, cell-biological constraint, more
than one involved purely with connectivity or spatial restriction.
The adaptive value of brain size has often been described as a
function of body size (Jerison, 1973; Shultz and Dunbar, 2010).
This puts neocortical expansion on a continuous gradient, where
competing selection pressures for brain and body size compete
for an organism’s metabolic potential. If that is the case, then the
adaptive value of brain tissue per gram comes cheaper in smaller-
brained species, where minor increases in brain size confers major
alterations in brain-body ratios and, more specifically, investment
in neocortical expansionmust not only be two-fold more adaptive
in tarsiers than bears, but shrews should be considered the sum-
mit of cerebral evolution inmammals (Roth andDicke, 2005). We
doubt anyone would argue either of these points. Rather, recent
work has shown that both the total number of cortical neurons
and the relative neuron density between cortical regions have
order-specific scaling laws as functions of brain volume in pri-
mates, rodents, and carnivores, despite considerable deviations
from brain-body scaling within each order (Herculano-Houzel,
2011; Lewitus et al., 2012). Furthermore, across all mammalian
species, cortical surface area increases have a tendency to outpace
evolutionary expansions in brain volume (Mayhew et al., 1996;
Manger et al., 2012). If we couple these observations, then we may
predict that, first of all, body size may be more constrained than
brain size in mammals and, more pressingly, the adaptive value
of neocortical expansion may be meaningfully measured by its
number of folds. This latter prediction assumes—and correctly, as
evidence in this review demonstrates—that adaptations to gross
cortical morphology are underwritten by cell-biological varia-
tion across species. Specifically, and contrary to deviations from
brain-body scaling relationships, there is a developmental cor-
relate to cortical folding. The evidence for that developmental
correlate, furthermore, shows that different neurodevelopmen-
tal paradigms (e.g., the relative abundance of bRG) may each
produce a range of neocortical phenotypes, which may, in fact,
explain the plasticity of gyrencephaly index [GI, a measure of the
folding of the neocortex, Zilles et al. (1988)] at certain levels: if
only minor perturbations in a neurodevelopmental program are
necessary to generate a range of GI values, then we should expect
gains and losses of global gyrencephaly to be manifested along
myriad mammalian lineages. We should also expect that, once a
cell-biological novelty is gained or lost along a lineage (e.g., neu-
ron production from bRG via TAPs), then the range of GI values
possible to species along that lineage will be significantly modi-
fied (Figure 4). Therefore, the adaptive window for secondary loss
of gyrencephaly may be considerably constrained in species that
are developmentally capable of achieving high levels of gyren-
cephaly and, correspondingly, the adaptive value of secondary
lissencephaly may be tempered by the modest developmental cost
of variation at low levels of gyrencephaly.
FIGURE 4 | Neurogenic program is a limiting factor on GI potential. A
cartoon illustrating the concept that the range of GI achievable is
determined by the cell-biological features of a species neurogenic program.
For example, species without proliferative progenitor-types in the basal
compartment may be limited to GIs below a certain value (dotted vertical
line), whereas species with such a progenitor-type are only constrained by a
lower GI limit. Note that if a range of GI values may be achieved without
adapting cell-biological features of the neurogenic period, then species in
the lower GI range are likely to show frequent evolutionary increases and
decreases in GI.
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CONCLUSION
Although the gross brain morphology has been studied for many
years (Turner, 1890; Zilles et al., 2013), the underlying phys-
ical and cell-biological mechanisms have started to come to
light only recently. The classical view of the evolution of the
brain (ancestor with small/lissencephalic brain → species with
big/gyrencephalic brain) gives way to a more complex concept
of neocortical evolution (Figure 5). What has become evident
is that brain morphology is a very plastic trait, which can be
relatively easily altered in the course of evolution, by chang-
ing the ratios of different progenitor cells and some of their
cell-biological features (e.g., cell cycle length). The extraordi-
nary multiplication of neuron number along certain lineages
may be due to the appearance of TAPs, a progenitor cell-type
that may underwrite vast expansion of the neocortex observed
along certain lineages. This more complex concept of neo-
cortical evolution also brings ecological factors to light. The
neocortex’s need to adapt rapidly to ever changing environ-
ments underlies its flexibility, making the brain one of the more
morphologically variable and plastic organs in the mammalian
lineage.
Recent findings that the ancestor of mammals was probably a
gyrencephalic animal (Lewitus et al., 2013; O’Leary et al., 2013)
would imply that all lissencephalic lineages present today under-
went a phenotypic reversal to a simpler form. For this reason, the
focus of brain research which until now has mostly been centered
on its evolutionary expansion (Kriegstein et al., 2006; Rakic et al.,
2009), might have to shift also toward miniaturization. In other
words, by studying the mouse, we are actually studying the sec-
ondary loss in the rodent lineage, instead of gain in the human
lineage.
Phenotypic reversal (actually evolutionary reversal in general)
is not an infrequent occurrence. Various examples of phenotypic
and genomic reversions have been documented (Teotónio and
Rose, 2001; Porter and Crandall, 2003) and one of the attributes
of evolutionary reversal has been the ability to explore new evo-
lutionary trajectories (Borowsky and Wilkens, 2002; Porter and
Crandall, 2003). Maybe the ability of the brain to undergo quick
FIGURE 5 | Evolution of the neocortex. Lineages leading to extant species.
(A) Increase in brain size led to the increase in GI. The processes leading to
this transition might have been that the bRG were present at a certain
significant number (marked by green letters) and that they have evolved the
ability to produce TAPs. Example: human. (B) Dwarfing I. Decrease in brain
and body size relative to the ancestor is accompanied by a reduction in GI.
The reduction in the number of bRG might have underlain this transition.
Examples: mouse and beaver. (C) Dwarfing II. A similar process as in (B), but
the lissencephaly is due to changes in cell-biological parameters of progenitor
cells (e.g., cell cycle), not their numbers. Example: marmoset. (D) Increase in
brain and body size is accompanied by a decrease in GI. Example: manatee.
Images for the ancestor and the transitional form are for illustration purposes
only. Images drawn from photos obtained from www.brainmuseum.org and
are not to scale.
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phenotypic reversals is what is in the background of the immense
adaptiveness of mammals.
The fact that gyrencephaly as a trait is genetically encoded
(stability of gyrification pattern, gyrification pattern disor-
ders) means that is can be targeted by natural selection and
therefore is able to change in accordance to the needs of
a particular population. It is therefore necessary to concen-
trate on elucidating this genetic make up of gyrification in
order to study its adaptive value and its potential medical
implications.
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